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Catholic Republicans, accepting reconciliation with parlia-
mentary democracy.1
One aspect of the Dreyfus affair was the culmination of this
conflict in its most bitter form. The fact that Dreyfus was a
Jew, and that his condemnation led to a wider drive by the
authoritarian militarists and clericals to exclude not merely
Jews but Protestants and Republicans from positions of mili-
tary and administrative power, raised the issue in dramatic
form. It was a clash of rival absolutisms—a challenge of in-
tolerance which bred an equally severe intolerance amongst
the Radicals and Freemasons, the anti-Clericals and Socialists.
Democracy had clearly to be a social and political order based
on common citizenship and civilian rights within the Republic:
or else it would be replaced by an authoritarian, hierarchic
order, dominated by Church and privileged ruling classes in
the Army and civil service. French logic interpreted the con-
flict in these clear terms, and the battle began.
That the political issue should become a pitched battle be-
tween Church and State was not inevitable, but was the con-
sequence of extremists like Maurras on one side and Combes on
the other. Movements of reconciliation existed on both sides.
The Pope himself was not anxious for an open breach, and
distrusted the mixture of ultra-Catholicism with paganism in
the Action franfaise. The movements originated by Albert de
Mun and Marc Sangnier stood for reconciliation, and even in
1902 Sangnier held that 'Catholicism contains the moral and
religious forces which democracy needs'. As one French writer
has aptly suggested, 'The social shock of the affair determined
two movements: one to win over modern democracy, the
other to dominate it. The former leads to Marc Sangnier, the
latter to Maurras.' By social activity, charitable works and
mutual aid the former hoped to find reconciliation between
Church and democracy. They might well have succeeded, and
they were in tune with the Papal Encyclical Rerum Novarum of
1 On the whole development, see J. E. C. Bodley: The Church in
France (1906), where the texts are conveniently printed of the Con-
cordat of 1802, the Associations Law of 1901, and the Separation Law
of 1905.

